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ABSTRACT
Understanding the basic mechanisms of micro RNA control in the cell has been one of the open ended problems
in this field of study. Though next generation sequencing has helped us unearth a large number of candidate
microRNAs and their possible targets, we still do not know the exact mechanisms by which the production of
these microRNAs is actually controlled. MicroRNAs in plants have been well documented to be involved in
developmental processes and their expression levels have also been sketched throughout the life cycle of a plant.
The upregulation and downregulation of these micro RNA entities provides clear indication that a regulatory
network exists for the control of their differential expression. This work focuses on the identification of the
regulatory motifs in the precursor sequences using position specific weight matrix based pattern classification
algorithm. The candidate microRNA family used for this study is mir156 family which has been reported in a
large number of plant species in monocotyledons as well as dicotyledons. Results indicate that regulatory motifs
are present in large numbers at the DNA as well as RNA levels. Few motifs were found to be overrepresented.
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INTRODUCTION
Plant development can be distinctly divided in phases
such as vegetative growth, a reproductive phase and
finally seed set and senescence. The shifts between
these phases are under coordinated control systems
where multiple genes and proteins form distinct
circuits that integrate endogenous and environmental
signals. In recent years, however, it has become evident
that the genetic networks that underlie these phase
transitions share some common factors. Non coding
RNAs have been found to be one of the most important
regulators of plant development [1] and recent
advances in the field of plant phase transitions, have
highlighted the role of two microRNAs – miR156 and
miR172 – and their respective targets during these
transitions. miR156 represents one of the most
conserved microRNA families in plants and sequencing
experiments have identified their presence in the
following plants:
Arachis hypogea, Boechera stricta, Brassica napus,
Brassica oleracea, Brassica rapa, Bruguiera gymnorhiza,
Citrus paradisi, Poncirus trifoliate, Euphorbia esula,
Fragaria vesca, Gossypium hirsutum, Gossypium
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2013/3/bioinfo123-127.pdf

raimondii, Glycine max, Helianthus annuus, Ipomoea nil,
Lycopersicon esculentum, Lactuca sativa, Lotus
japonicus, Malus domestica, Medicago truncatula,
Nicotiana tabacum, Oryza australiensis, Oryza
brachyanth, Oryza punctata, Oryza ridleyi, Oryza
rufipogon, Oryza sativa, Populus trichocarpa, Poncirus
trifoliata, Prunus persica, Solanum tuberosum, Sorghum
bicolor, Triticum aestivum, and Zea mays. Three
important strategies have been utilized for the
identification of plant miRNAs – direct cloning from
small RNA libraries, computational prediction by
genome analyses and mutational screening for altered
phenotypes. Recent miRNA databases such as mirBase
harbor over 5000 sequences of microRNAs. Plant
miRNAs have large and varied stem loop structures and
interact with their target sites with near perfect
complementarity. Many miRNA genes have been
identified to be conserved in rice and Arabidopsis
thaliana, indicative of the fact that they had originated
prior to the divergence of monocots and dicots. This is
supported by the fact class III homeodomain-leucine
zipper (HD-ZIP III) binding sites on microRNA genes
are conserved from bryophytes to seed plants. The
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main interacting partners that are of importance in
microRNA biogenesis pathways are Dicer and
Argonaute proteins which have been reported to have
specific interaction sites [2, 3]. miR156 is one of the
most abundant miRNAs in plants, which is at its highest
expression during the seedling stage [4,5]. Schwab et.al.
(2005) [6] has reported a moderate delay in flowering
along with the production of juvenile features in leaves
when miR156 has been constitutively overexpressed
[7]. Since miR156 has been reported to be ubiquitously
expressed, it is important to understand the regulatory

modules that are present in its sequences so that they
can be correlated with the expression levels of the
transcription factors that form an important lineage of
genes which are also ubiquitously expressed in most
plant developmental cascades. Recent deep sequencing
experiments have identified that in plants the amount
of expression of non-conserved small RNAs are greater
than in other species and thus a proper understanding
of the DNA and RNA regulatory modules should be
important steps in the analyses of the developmental
cascades of plants in greater detail.

Figure 1. Workflow followed for the analyses

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Available mir156 sequences both mature and precursor
sequences were retrieved from mirBASE and initially
the precursor sequences were converted to their
complimentary DNA sequences using a basic PERL
program. Thus now there were two sets of sequences
one in the DNA form and the other in the database
format with ribonucleotides. A multiple sequence
alignment was constructed using UGENE for both the
sequence files and the conserved positions were
identified. Following the construction of multiple
sequence alignment, the DNA and RNA sequences were
subjected to two position specific weight matrices,
constructed according to the methods previously
described by Sandelin (2004) [8] and Wasserman
(2004) [9] one for DNA and the other for RNA having a
posterior probability of 0.1% so that the false positive
results could be minimized. The results that were
obtained through conserved sequence mapping were
then correlated with the weight matrix results. Finally
the results were validated using the Plant Care
database which is a repository for conserved plant
regulatory motifs. The outline of the workflow is
described in Figure 1.

nascent stage as each microRNA family may possess
specific modular regulatory elements in both the DNA
and RNA levels indicative of a failsafe loop which makes
the biogenesis specific and reduces the error rate in the
production of the mature functional microRNAs.
The phylogenetic analyses performed revealed 24
highly conserved positions in the alignment that was
generated: Highly conserved indicates that out of the
165 sequences under study the positions are conserved
in almost each of the sequences except the ones
mentioned in the comment column.
Table 1. Phylogenetically conserved positions in the
sequences under study (The rows highlighted in the table
represent positions which are part of the regulatory sites in
the precursor sequences)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the analyses clearly indicate the presence
of regulatory elements which are cis acting in nature in
the DNA sequences of the precursors and when RNA
sequence regulatory elements were analyzed a large
number of such elements were identified in those
precursor sequences as well. This leads us to comment
that our understanding of the myriad mechanisms
controlling the biogenesis of microRNAs is still in its
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2013/3/bioinfo123-127.pdf

Phylogenetically conserved positions identified
through multiple sequence alignment and the fact that
these conserved positions form intricate part of the
regulatory elements further signify the assumption that
the regulatory modules are indeed functional and
hence have retained their position specificity
throughout the events of divergence and occurrence of
this particular family of micro RNA in plants.
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Figure 1. Overrepresented DNA regulatory motifs in the sequences and their descriptions

Figure 2. Graphical Representation of the overrepresented DNA regulatory motifs
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Figure 3. Overrepresented RNA regulatory elements in the sequences and their descriptions

Figure 4. Graphical Representation of the overrepresented RNA regulatory motifs

Several regulatory controls are evident if we take a look
at the differential expression of the microRNAs of this
family. Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, (2011) [12] have
shown that many miR156 isoforms such as MIR156a-f,
MIR156g-h and MIR157a-d can be encoded by multiple
loci in Arabidopsis. When miR156 mimicry targets
(MIM156) have been overexpressed to perturb
endogenous miR156 function, those transgenics exhibit
adult features in organs after flowering. This clearly
points out to the fact that miR156 is a necessity for the
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2013/3/bioinfo123-127.pdf

expression of the juvenile phase. Low temperatures
may positively influence mildly a few MIR156 loci but
miR156 accumulation has not been observed to be
affected by any of the known ambient temperature
pathway components [13]. Yang et al (2011) [11] have
shown that leaves may often be a source of mir156
repressing factor using organ ablation; but still the
nature of the regulatory factors which control the
expression of miR156 remains a mystery.
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Figure 5. Positional conservedness of nucleotides in the mir156 family sequences.
7.

CONCLUSIONS
A large number of regulatory sequence motifs were
identified at the DNA and the RNA levels and were
shown to be phylogenetically conserved. These data
indicate towards the fact that mir156 expression can be
under the influence of a complex regulatory control
circuit which may involve both transcriptional and post
transcriptional regulatory events.
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